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A Search for the Common Ground between Public and Educational Philosophy
From the Point of View of the Reform of Higher Education ……Yukio Masubuchi
Communitarian Philosophy of Education: The Consequence of Community-Based Public Philosophy and Theory of Human Formation ……Shigeki Izawa
From the Point of View of Philosophy of Publicness ……Akio Miyadera
Summary Report on the Symposium ……Misao Hayakawa, Shinji Nobira

Subject Studies

Labor and Education
The Logic of Human Formation Through Labor and its Contemporary Significance: German Thought on the Self-Formation of the Self around 1800 ……Takeyuki Ikeda
Labor and Education in Practice ……Kenji Muramatsu
Toward the De-normalization of Labor in Education: Arendt’s Reinterpretation of Marx ……Shigeo Kodama
Summary Report on the Subject Studies ……Hisato Morita, Morimichi Kato

Articles
An Issue in the Study of Augustine’s Educational Philosophy ……Shinobu Goto
Der Körper zwischen Mutter und Kind: Prolegomena zur "Körper=Mediologie" in der deutschen Aufklärungspädagogik ……Yosuke Hirota
Das Problem der Glückseligkeit in Kants Erziehungsphilosophie: Zwischen der sinnlichen Glückseligkeit und der Glückseligkeit im höchsten Gut ……Yuzo Hirose
A Comparative Study of the Conception “Schein” in F. W. Nietzsche’s Early and Late Thoughts : Reconsidering the Educational Significance of “the Aesthetic” ……Juyeon Ro
L’analyse de la souffrance chez Lévinas et l’interrogation sur la théorie de la formation humaine: base sur la réflexion sur la « souffrance inutile » ……Koki Hiraishi
Essay
The Constitution of Educational Reality and the Constitution of Educational Philosophy

......Tsunemi Tanaka

Some Thoughts on Philosophy of Education
Philosophy of Education on Doing Philosophy

......Ryohei Matsushita

Reports on the Funded Research Projects
Re-examining the Place of Educational Philosophy in Teacher Training Course
An Interim Report in the Second Year
What Are the Factors That Make Students Feel the Utility of Philosophy of Education?: A Research on the Utility of Philosophy of Education in Teacher Training (2)

......Akira Geshi, Takuya Kimura

Significance of Philosophy of Education in School
A Note on the Role of Pedagogical Education in Teacher Training

......Yasunari Hayashi, Toshio Funaki

Re-examination of the History of Pedagogy
An Interim Report
Reading The Memoires of Minoru Murai and Kaoru Ueda

......Hisato Morita

Research Reports
Dialogue with John Dewey: A Reflective Analysis of the Development of Dewey’s Educational Philosophy in Japan

......Misao Hayakawa, Haruhiko Matsushita, Shigeki Izawa

The Politics of Difference in Women’s Studies

......Naoko Fujiwara, Tomoka Toraiwa

Book Reviews
Wolfgang Brezinka, (übersetzt unter der Aufsicht von Michio Ogasawara und Masaki Sakakoshi): Erziehungsziele, ErziehungsmitTEL, Erziehungserfolg

......Shigetaka Imai


......Keita Furuya

Recommended Books
Yasuo Imai (ed.): History of Educational Thought

......Takayuki Sato

Mitsuaki Imamura: The Wall Called ‘Environmental Education’: Beyond the Double Bind between Social Reform and Reproduction

......Shizuka Maruhashi

Hirohisa Ogawa, Junko Iwata: In Search of Children’s Ibasho (the Place Where Children Feel a
Sense of Comfort and Belonging): Children’s Peer Solidarity and Consciousness of Norms

……Nobuhiko Itani

W. Dilthey, (herausgegeben von Michio Ogasawara, Tokuichiro Ohno, Ikuo Yamamoto):
Gesamtwerk Band6 (Ethik und Pädagogik)

……Kuniaki Mori

O. F. Bollnow,(übersetzt unter der Aufsicht von Hideaki Okamoto): Vom Geist des Übens

……Yuko Nakano
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